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“DCC”
The company’s initials are the focus of branding:

Robinsons Online

Branding Concept 
The elements of the logo convey the image of a tower.

A. this evokes a sense of strength and security. 
B. this evokes a sense of strategic planning and 

intelligence, because the image can also be 
perceived as a chess piece.
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The logo is comprised of four elements:


A) letters, referred to as the “logo-text”


B) a graph/data symbol (five vertical bars)


C) a server symbol (three horizontal bars)


D) a bar


The B, C, and D elements together 
comprise the “logo-mark”. The logo-mark 
may be used alone, like an icon, 
independent of the logo text.


Logo elements

Strapline phrases will appear outside the logo, allowing 
for the best phrase to be used as needed, depending 
on the service to be emphasized, the channel to be 
used, and the message to be communicated.

Robinsons Online

Box borders around each logo are not 
required; this guide uses them to demonstrate 
the logo proportions and the minimum 
spacing required by logo elements.

DCC

{ {logo-text logo-mark

“information”

“network”

“process”
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The logo is available in four arrangements:


A) Landscape: the primary logo consisting of the 
logo text followed by the logo mark.


B) Banner: wide and low for headers, such as 
website nav-bars. The elements are never 
stacked. Two versions.


C) Square: for Facebook or Instagram icons, etc. 
There are two versions; one is the logo mark only. 
Two versions.


D) Portrait: for sidebars, business cards, etc.

Logo formats

A

B

C

D
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Strategic business outsourcing
The logo-text uses


Helvetica Neue, Bold

Corporate fonts
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Sans Serif: for headlines, headers, sub-headers, titles

Inter, Bold, 60pt, natural letter spacing

GIS
Helvetica Neue, Bold, 90pt, 
+2% letter spacing 

(Not available from Google Fonts)

Serif: for alternate headlines (blog or news items?), quotes
Strategic business outsourcing
Roboto Slab, ExtraBold, 60pt, natural letter spacing

for Body text, captions (use Light weight)

Montserrat, Regular, 28pt, natural letter spacing

All three freely available from Google Fonts   ( https://fonts.google.com )
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web colors

GIS

logo colors

GIS

corporate colorsThe logo uses up to 4 colors.


There are a total of 8 corporate 
colors. Three of the blues and the 
light grey provide extra scope for 
styling, such as backgrounds.


The full-color logo can be placed 
on any of the four additional 
colors, or white or black.

Colors

utility 
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